DENNIS YELVINGTON
3039 Woods drive, las vegas, nevada 89108 • Cell: 702-561-3690 • Dyelvington10@hotmail.com

Professional Summary
Construction professional bringing valuable experience from large corporate construction sites, as well as residential
home repair projects. Construction and carpentry expert committed to high quality workmanship and following
safety code regulations. A Handyman motivated to learn new trades and skills. Interested in growing a career and
fostering leadership capabilities. Conscientious Construction Laborer skilled at ridding construction sites of potential
hazards and promptly completing assigned tasks. Professional Construction Laborer with excellent interpersonal
skills. Works in a timely and efficient manner to see tough jobs through to completion. Construction Manager
familiar with preparing and negotiating contracts with clients and suppliers. Construction Manager who provides
clear direction and explains plans and contract terms in a clear and understandable way. Safety-conscious and
detail-oriented. Construction Manager with 16 years leading teams of general contractors and laborers on large scale
residential and commercial construction projects. Innovative Construction Manager adept at finding engaging ways
to motivate construction teams to exceed expectations and maintain high standards.

Skills
Power and hand tools
Machine servicing
Efficient with all painting tools
Safety procedures knowledge
Commercial structures
Works well independently
Commercial construction
Strong mechanical aptitude
Basic math and measuring aptitude
Start to finish home construction
Water and sewer pipe installation
Effective at multi-tasking
Valid [Nevada] driver's license
Possesses a reliable vehicle
Capable of heavy lifting
Project foreman
Dependable and reliable
Self-motivated
Superior attention to detail
Strong in MS Access and Excel
Job training expertise

Job training expertise
MS Office proficient
In-depth knowledge of [Plumbing Electrical Flooring
and Painting]

Work History
Owner, 01/2000 to Current
DNS Handyman – Las Vegas, NV
Completed tear-down of existing structures and prepared for new construction.
Applied caulk, sealants and other agents to installed surfaces.
Accurately estimated time and materials costs for projects.
Dug trenches, backfilled holes and compacted earth to prepare for new construction.
Mixed porridge of catch basins and poured and sawed off concrete and asphalt.
Provided accurate measurements and estimates for all projects.
Requisitioned new supplies and equipment.
Consistently assumed additional responsibilities and worked extended hours to meet project deadlines.
Monitored inventory and reported items to be restocked for each job.
Cleared drains and downspouts and cleaned gutters.
Prepared and cleaned construction sites by removing debris.
Set ladders, scaffolds and hoists in place for taking supplies to roofs.

Operated equipment such as LARGE POWER TOOLS AND FORKLIFT ,LIFTS AND WATER TRUCK.
Applied chemical solutions and used polishing machines to clean all installation surfaces, equipment, tools,
work sites and storage areas.
Removed damaged tile, brick and mortar.
Filled chipped, cracked and broken bricks and tiles with adhesives and grouting materials to correct surface
imperfections.
Safely operated mowers, snow blowers, chain saws, electric clippers, sod cutters and pruning saws.
Manually carried roofing materials up ladders.
Blended paints and correctly matched colors.
Aided crews in joining, wrapping and sealing sections of pipe.
Senior Plumber, 01/2007 to 12/2008
Yes Plumbing – Las Vegas, NV
Installed valves, hangers, supports and flanges inside piping systems.
Assembled and installed a variety of valves and fittings.
Eliminated risks by correctly identifying potential safety hazards.
Selected the type and size of piping required for each project.
Secured pipes to structures with clamps, brackets and hangers.
Repaired plumbing systems, components and equipment.
Expanded trade knowledge by networking with colleagues and participating in courses and seminars.
Read blueprints to determine appropriate materials and procedures for each project.
Independently worked on projects, while offering process coordination and cooperation with other teams.
Cleaned sewer lines with drain cleaning equipment.
Complied with all state plumbing codes throughout the duration of each project.
Worked with certified pipe welders by providing accurate pipe preparation and fitting.
Obtained precise results by performing accurate hydrotesting.
Completed preventative maintenance on water heaters, toilets, urinals and plumbing fixtures.
Offered guidance and training to junior team members.
Prepared detailed records of all project tasks from start to finish.
Filled pipe systems with water and air to determine whether the system was leaking.
Trained and supervised all incoming employees.
Inspected structures to avoid any obstruction and delays throughout the project.
Repaired steam, drainage and sewer lines.
Plumber, 12/2008 to 01/2010
Number One Plumbing – Las Vegas, NV
Installed valves, hangers, supports and flanges inside piping systems.
Assembled and installed a variety of valves and fittings.
Eliminated risks by correctly identifying potential safety hazards.
Selected the type and size of piping required for each project.
Secured pipes to structures with clamps, brackets and hangers.
Repaired plumbing systems, components and equipment.
Expanded trade knowledge by networking with colleagues and participating in courses and seminars.
Read blueprints to determine appropriate materials and procedures for each project.
Managed job site hazards by accurately locating biohazards, low-grade radiation and chemicals.
Independently worked on projects, while offering process coordination and cooperation with other teams.
Cleaned sewer lines with drain cleaning equipment.
Complied with all state plumbing codes throughout the duration of each project.
Worked with certified pipe welders by providing accurate pipe preparation and fitting.
Obtained precise results by performing accurate hydrotesting.
Completed preventative maintenance on water heaters, toilets, urinals and plumbing fixtures.
Offered guidance and training to junior team members.
Prepared detailed records of all project tasks from start to finish.
Filled pipe systems with water and air to determine whether the system was leaking.
Trained and supervised all incoming employees.
Inspected structures to avoid any obstruction and delays throughout the project.
Repaired steam, drainage and sewer lines.

Supervisor, 07/2010 to 12/2010
Dell Computers – Central California
Accurately estimated time and materials costs for projects.
Completed tear-down of existing structures and prepared for new construction.
Provided accurate measurements and estimates for all projects.
Requisitioned new supplies and equipment.
Consistently assumed additional responsibilities and worked extended hours to meet project deadlines.
Monitored inventory and reported items to be restocked for each job.
Prepared and cleaned construction sites by removing debris.
Loaded and unloaded building materials used for construction.
Blended paints and correctly matched colors.

Education
High School Diploma: 1984
Moreno Valley High School - Sunnymeade, CA

Bilingual
Spanish Speaking

Additional Information
"Dennis's, outstanding client focus has led his company to outperforms others and surpass many other
handymen in the Las Vegas area" - Melanie Vaughn, Property Manager in Commercial Real Estate

